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The 'Manifestation 
for the re-annexa
tion of Belgium to 
Congo': 
Reconfiguring 
(Post)Colonial 
Space 

Karel Arnaut 

Prologue 
In December 2006 and January 2007, an ad hoc organization lead by 
the Brussels-based artist Laurent d'Ursel organized three events 
under the joint heading Manifestation for the Re-annexation of Bel
gium to Congo (Manifestation pour le rattachement de la Belgique au 
Congo- hereafter The Manifestation ). The three events, each with its 
distinct focus, took place at three different locations. The first public 
one of December 2006 targeted the Leopold 11 statue near the Royal 
Gallery (Koninklijke Galerij) in Os tend and drew attention to the 
malicious mechanisms of imperialism and to the atrocities perpetrated 
during the early colonial period under Leopold 11 (1885-1908). The sec
ond performance of January 2007 took place at the foot of the Leopold 
11 statue behind the Royal Palace in the city centre of Brussels and 
focused on aspects of inequality and miscegenation during the colonial 
period of the Belgian Congo (1908-1960). The third and final perform
ance later that month consisted of a march, or rather, a ludic parade 
that finished in Matonge, the 'African city centre of Brussels' as urban 
researcher Eric Corijn calls it. The demonstration focused on post-colo
nial relations, migration as well as the alleged growing disaffection 
between the Belgian Kingdom and the Democratic Republic of Congo. 
That said, the two earlier events also specifically explored the conti
nuing relevance of the two countries' shared colonial past and its 
continuities with the geo-political present. 

The least original aspects of The Manifestation must be its inter
est in post-colonial Belgium. The Manifestation shares its (negative) 
fascination with Leopold 11 and its fixation with statues as lieux de 
memoire of the official, often revisionist, if not completely distor ted 
historiography of Belgium's colonial past, with numerous other organi
sations, projects and events. These occurred both before and after the 
exploits ofLaurent d'Ursel and his associates. In April 2004, during 
the protest action by the Os tend-based anarchist collective De S toete 
Ostendenoare (which translates as 'The intrepid inhabitant ofOstend'), 
the bronze sculpture group around the statue ofLeopold 11 in Ostend 
was maimed: the hand of the female African figure was sawn off and 
later mounted on a plinth with the caption Sikitiko (Swahili for 
'expression ofremorse').1 A year later 'severed hands' - this time made 
of rubber or chocolate- were again the focal point of protest in Flan
ders, in Diksmuide. In this case, an action group requested the removal 
of the statue of Baron Jacques de Dixmude (an important military 
henchman ofLeopold 11) from the town's central market place. 

The protest actions by The Manifestation were followed by other 
actions in Brussels and the French-speaking part of Belgium. In Sep
tember 2008, the writer Theophile de Giraud smeared red paint on the 
statue ofLeopold 11 in Brussels. Many months before, the action group 



Me moires Coloniales was founded with the express goal of seeking 
public support for remembering and repairing (Belgian) colonial injus
tice and exploitation. In 2008, the latter group extended its operations 
from Liege to the whole of Belgium, culminating in the commemora
tion of the assassination ofLumumba on 17 January 2010 in Ostend. 
This event took the form of a march from the railway station to the 
maimed Leopold II statue in the company of the Belgian-Congolese 
Kimbanguist brass band. 

While all of these protest actions on and around contested coloni
al heritage have a distinct temporal dimension - public history and 
historiography, official and subaltern memory, sometimes coupled with 
revision or reparation- the actions by The Manifestation also and 
perhaps more importantly highlight contemporary concerns in a spa
tial arena. As such, I would like to argue, they are a crucial comple
ment to the historic and temporal dimensions of globalization. 

One of the most appealing aspects ofThe Manifestation is that it 
proposes repartitions of the geo-political space that may appear simply 
absurd and provocative but actually reveal and criticize a number of 
spatial reorganization trends that are unfolding under globalization. 
I will try to demonstrate that through both its stated aim (the re
annexation) and its actual protest actions in Os tend and Brussels The 
Manifestation exposes the accepted logic of the restructuring of the 
post-colonial space. In its overall messages, it contradicts these trends 
in a grotesque way; while in its demonstrations, performances and 
marches, it literally goes against them. The eccentric restructuring 
efforts ofThe Manifestation unite divided spaces, build bridges, get 
jammed mobilities moving again- both metaphorically and physically 
- and thus facilitate new transnational and intra-national movements. 
For all these reasons, one could remark, it might have been more 
appropriate for these post-globalization activists to call themselves a 
'movement' rather than a 'manifestation'. 

Post-globalization 
One of the most important dynamics of globalization, known for centu
ries but unfolding with unprecedented force in recent decades, is that 
it continually and radically restructures space- simultaneously divid
ing and connecting spaces and places.2 Put simply, globalization is the 
result of two opposing closing and opening forces. First of all, dividing 
forces culminate in the creation and hierarchy of often sharply demar
cated spatial entities: metropolises, leading regions, enclaves where 
natural resources are exploited, gated communities, slums and other 
ghettos. Secondly, connecting forces enable transactions between these 
dispersed places, even though on a global level access to both these 
scattered spaces (think of the gentrified neighbourhood or tax havens) 
and the connections (think of the electronic highway) are just as imbal
anced as the hierarchy of the spaces themselves.3 The repartitions that 
result from the joint articulation of these two forces give rise to new 
kinds of spatial configurations that may have a vast reach ('imperial' 

or 'global')4 but that may also be extremely restrictive in terms of 
access and composition.5 We shall see how the idea of Belgium's re
annexation by the Congo appropriates these trends and makes them 
the subject of artistic manipulation and playful introspection. 

Surely, one ofThe Manifestation's most contrarian ideas is that 
of annexation. As a territorial operation, annexation has lost all credi
bility since at least der Anschluss, the smooth occupation of Austria by 
Nazi Germany preceding World War II in the wake of which worldwide 
annexation-like projects such as colonization were gradually undone. 
It is perhaps no coincidence that we find two rare, not to say uncanny 
examples of re-annexation lingering in Belgian political thinking. In 
the minds of some Kulturkreis fanatics, Flanders should be part of a 
Greater Netherlands. On the other side ofthe Belgian linguistic bor
der, one finds 'Rattachism' ('annexism') in the ideas of people and polit
ical parties such as the Rassemblement Wallonie France (http://rwf. 
be/) who want Wallonia - the French-speaking part of Belgium- to 
become the 101 st French departement. Both projects of geo-cultural 
fusion may perhaps appeal to the imagination, but the general trend 
is for the opposite, even in Belgium where regionalism has been the 
driving force behind successive and as yet unresolved state reforms 
since the 1960s. On an international level too, fragmentation is the 
name of the game with the partition of multinational states (e.g. the 
Soviet Union) and of nation states (such as Yugoslavia and Czechoslo
vakia) and with the endless succession of regional affirmations. Even 
when the latter do not involve a claim for independence they do press 
for emancipation, and a certain degree of economic, political and/or 
cultural autonomy.6 

Yet in spite of all this - and with a nod to it of course-The Mani
festation calls for the amalgamation of the kingdom of Belgium and 
the Democratic Republic of Congo. In doing so, it distances itselffrom 
the trend for division, autonomy and flexibility in contemporary glo
balization, turning instead to union/unification and solidarity between 
two economically, politically and culturally very diverse areas. Stated 
otherwise, The Manifestation is working towards the creation of an 
extremely vast, multifaceted and, therefore, cumbersome entity: 
'Congo-Belgium'- economically massive (with a primary sector that 
almost equals the tertiary one), politically complex (with a confusing 
plethora of sub-national and local government structures) and as far 
as culture is concerned exceedingly plural. In this somewhat gro
tesque way, The Manifestation counters fashionable fragmentation, 
selective access, and the flexibility of subdivision. 

The reversal of these dominant globalization trends is also cou
pled with the reversal ofthe post-colonial dynamic whereby the usual 
internal neo-colonial hierarchy is overturned. The political conse
quence of Belgium's merger with the Congo is that Kinshasa would 
become the capital of Europe (alongside Strasbourg) and that Lingala 
would replace French as the lingua franca. In that respect, The Mani
festation does not fail to point out - in what is a fine sarcastic gesture-
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Post-colonization 
An important moment in the dynamic of . 
tation is that of the decolonization which cu~ren~ geogra?hic fragmen-
math of World War II, initiated in go un .erway m the after
United Nations Th . . . part by the Umted States and the 

'blue water' or '~alt :::~~ t~::~I~~e ~f deco~nizati?n at the UN was the 
This thesis stipulates that count .· a was a opted m the early 1950s. 

n es separated b 
not claim each other's territory Th. . th fi y seas or oceans can-
de-legitimized the colonial pos~ess~~~: of:hor~mla with which the UN 
albeit not without a stru 1 e ' uropean countries, 
tion doctrine, Belgium i!~he. In ~·espo~se to the dominant decoloniza-
Belgian Congo Ryckm~ns a:dp~:~o:~ the f~rmer Governor of the 
formulated a counter r gr. UN diplomat Van Langenhove, 
sis'. 7 The B 1 . th -~ op?sal that IS still on record as the 'Belgian the-

e gran esis reJected the 'salt w t . ' 
(a) colonial relations are possi'bl b t a .er thesis by claiming that . e e ween neighbou · . 
regrons/peoples and (b) th 1 . . nng countnes/ e eo omsatwn of'ove • t · . . 
necessarily (more) reprehensibl d. . . . rseas ern tones IS not 
first one. a Because I.t wa h e, Iscnm10atmg or repressive than the 

s sue a nasty swip t th 
(the US and the Soviet Union) the B 1 . ea . e ~wo superpowers 
After all the Am . ' e gran thesis did not last long 

' encans and the Russian . . h . 
themselves a front garden and b k s :Vei e m t e process of getting 
supreme in geo-political (as lal ac yard I~ .which they would reign 

. we as a geo-mihtary and . 
terms. As If opening the possibirt fh . geo-economic) 
American projects being deno I ydo ~vmg.the cold-war Russian and 

unce as colomal' wa t b d 
make things worse, the Belgian th . 1 . . s no a enough , to 
tion of(European-style) ove esliS ~ so.Imphed a degree ofjustifica-

rseas eo omzatwn h . h th R . 
Americans had been condemn. lb . t fi . w IC . e ussJans and 
and practical purposes. Just ~:gb: t~ ;r d~fferent Ide?logical reasons 
ism could have been a rathe bl ~ 't e el~an condon10g of colonial
establishment's conviction t~ t~hanC expressiOn ofthe Belgian colonial 
long story short the Belaian tah . e ongo was a model colony.9 To cut a 

• b. esis was both 'd 1 · 11 tegically misconceived Ho . d 1 eo ogrca y and geo-stra-
. wever, 10 ue course th B 1 · 

give rise to something consti· t• • e e gran thesis did uc Ive· namely, th 
postcolonial nation-states we. t' . ' e awareness that modern 
and that sections of a count ~e no alg~ai an tee for equal citizenship 

h 
. ry s popu at10n could be 0 • d · . 

t en· own country Whethe th. d. . PPI esse With10 

motivated by the Flemish .r IS . Im~nswn of the Belgian thesis was 
against Francoph emanci?atwn movement's contentions 

one supremacy m Bel · · . 
some traces with regard to the lobal gmm.I~ uncerta10, but it left 
Eventually, the Belgian thesis :rovid:;~~g~JtiOn of minority ~roups. 
very substantial UN pol'c . d. e Impetus for what IS now a 

. . . 1 Y on 10 1genous peoples.IO 
The mam similarity between the Bel . . 

tation is that both go agai t d . gran thesiS and The Manifes-
ns om10ant tendencies. The former went 

against the Cold War appropriations in Eastern Europe (USSR) and 
Central America (US) as well as against 'blue water' decolonization 
trends in large parts of Asia and Africa. The latter, as we have seen, 
goes up against the relentless stream of globalization-through-locali
zation. It remains to be seen whether something beautiful can grow 
out of the delusions ofThe Manifestation, like it did out ofVan Langen
hove's fanciful UN motion. Then again, if we read the proposed re
annexation of Belgium by Congo through the lens of the Belgian thesis, 
we end up with something like this: as long as territorial expansion is 
not discriminatory or oppressive there is no reason why (overseas) ter
ritories cannot join forces. But never mind that this is purely hypothet
ical, the question is: do these trends for territorial amalgamation and 
renewed transnational solidarity resurface in the artistic and playful 
protests ofThe Manifestation? As we shall see below, there is some evi-

dence to believe that they do. 

Post-regionalization 
IfThe Manifestation exposes and explores international t rends 
through its proposed re-annexation of Belgium by the Congo, then its 
protest actions in public space counter some Belgian trends, specifical
ly those ofregionalization and de-solidarization. In the process, The 
Manifestation mocks a number of both 'Flemish' and 'French' reflexes . 

As stated, The Manifestation opened its series of demonstrations 
in Ostend in December 2006 in front of the statue ofLeopold II. From 
the outset, this performance on Flemish soil inserted itself into a line 
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of previous Flemish and, specifically, Ostend-based protest actions that 
I mentioned in the introduction. In response to these previous actions, 
Lam·ent d'Ursel opened his performance by 'repairing' the hand of one 
of the bronze African female figures with which De Stoeten Ostende
noare had made the Sikitiko sculpture two years earlier. This Os tend
based anarchist and derisive fellowship used this appropriation to ask 
official recognition for the Leopold II's cr imes against humanity by try
ing to force the City of Os tend t.o spell them out on the information 
plaque next to the monument. This demand was not accepted: the stat
ue was neither restored, nor was its proposed annotation revised. Thus, 
by revisiting the mutilated statue, Laurent d'Ursel exposed the refusal 
of the City ofOstend and other government bodies that deal with Bel
gian colonial heritage to change what is more and more widely 
denounced as deceitful official colonial history. On top of that, The 
Manifestation's intervention also sought to affiliate itself with other 
anti-Leopold II protest actions of recent years elsewhere in Flanders 
and Brussels, including in Diskmuide and Blankenberge. 

At the very least, The Manifestation's Ostend-based assault on 
Leopold II broke with the Belgian nationalist and largely Francophone 
reflex of recent years to show more than average reverence for the king 
and his predecessors, even the more contested ones such as Leopold II. 
This royalist attitude stood in stark contrast to the gr·owing anti-royal
ist and republican sentiments in Flanders. A good example of this is 



the particularly virulent response from prominent Francophones such 
as then Minister for Foreign Affairs Louis Michel and historian Jean
Luc Vellut to the anti-Leopold II film White King, Red Rubber, Black 
Death by Peter Bate (UK, 2003). But that is not all. The Manifesta
tion's protest actions can also be read as a critique of the more recent 
Flemish anti-colonial reflex which consists of dismissing the colonial 
past as a royalist or even as a 'Belgian elitist' and, therefore, largely 
Francophone project. 

Seen in this context ofFlemish-Francophone animosities con
cerning Belgian's colonial past, The Manifestation performance in 
front of the Leopold II statue behind the royal palace in Brussels, was 
a success in that it tried to resurface the Flemish implication in the 
Belgian colonial endeavour. The performance by Charlie Degotte and 
Dieudonne Kabongo was entitled 'Tangoya Kot Fourdoum', with Kat 
Fourdoum- a phonetic-like rendering of the F lemish swearword 'god
verdomme' (goddamn)- passed off as a Lingala-Flemish creole 
expression. In a comment, Lam·ent d'Ursel underlined the religious 
dimension ofthis performance by pointing out that both of the actors 
had the word God in their name: an approximation of the Dutch word 
'god' in Charlie Degotte and the French word for 'god' (dieu) in Dieu
donne Kabongo. Moreover, by embedding it in a swearword, the per
formance adds connotations of the popular or even the vulgar to this 
religious element. These connotations of vulgarity evoke the well
known importance of the Flemish missionaries in the Leopoldian and 
Belgian colonial enterprise as well as their alleged 'grassroots' involve
ment with the colonized. All this can be read as not only as a parody of 
Francophone stereotypes about Flemish boorishness but also as an 
antidote to the post-colonial exit option of those Flemings who try to 
distance themselves from the colonial project by describing it as 'Bel
gian', 'royal' and/or'Francophone'. 

Finally, the third performance was a march to Matonge, and can 
best be characterized as a combination of a carnival parade and a pro
test march. Matonge is the so-called African quarter of Brussels locat
ed near the rather upmarket Porte de Namur area in Ixelles. As I have 
argued elsewhere, over the last decade Matonge has become a locus of 
African and above all Congolese public affirmation, whether cultural, 
social, economic or political. By locating its march and closing perform
ance in Matonge, and, on top of that, by choosing'Back is Beautiful' as 
the march's main slogan, The Manifestation frames its actions in a log
ic of post-colonial affirmation of the Congolese communities in Bel
gium. 

All in all, with its three protest actions, The Manifestation suc
cessively mobilised the three 'communities' which together make up 
post-colonial Belgium: the Francophones, the Flemings and the Congo
lese. All three are situated in a joint historical trajectory from Leopold 
II to Joseph Kabila, and from a unitary Belgium to a regionalized com
posite Belgian state. In the process, The Manifestation activates or 
better, mobilizes, a plethora of political-spatial connections that have 

been severed or weakened by all kinds of post-colonial and post-nation

al repartitions. 

Post-mobilization 
The spatial-temporal connections described above form the infrastruc
ture for people's increased mobility. Ultimately, however, the Congo's 
projected re-annexation of Belgium is obviously not about space~ a~d 
time zones, re-connections and recollections, but about people- mdi
viduals and populations who take journeys and come up against old 
and new borders or even get entrapped by them. This was the subject 
of the 'Ode to Leopold II', which the Brussels-Congolese raconteur and 
performance artist Maurice Boyikasse recited in front of the Leopold Il 
statue in Os tend. Boyikasse's intervention took the form of a parable 
based on an imagined encounter between the storyteller and Leopold 
n, in which the latter complains about the fact that in the hereafter he 
feels like a stateless person who does not belong anywhere, among 
neither the Congolese nor the Belgians. From that, Boyikasse con
cludes that there are not only natives and non-natives among the Bel
gians and Congolese, but that there is a third category, that of t~e par
allel citizens- parallel Belgians and parallel Congolese. As Bo)'lkasse 
explains during his performance and in a subsequent interview, by 
these he does not mean shadow citizens in the sense of illegal or undoc
umented migrants. Rather he uses the concept of the parallel Belgians/ 
Congolese to raise the issue of recognition as fully-fledged citizens and, 
more specifically, the fact that parallel citizens are caught between two 
worlds, between the borders that nation states, such as Belgium and 
the DR Congo, erect around themselves at a certain point. Parallel citi
zens are those who find themselves between a rock and a hard place in 
this double trend of globalization-localization. 

One might say that Boyikasse's diagnosis highlights the fact that 
the dominant dynamics of spatial fragmentation, enclaves, the hierar
chy of spaces and restricted access to these spaces and the connecting 
routes between them produce a growing number of people who no long
er belong anywhere, who become homeless as citizens. This is, I think, 
The Manifestation's ultimate criticism of globalization as it unfolds in 
relation to Belgium and the Congo, North and South, ex-colonizer and 
ex-colonized: while spaces are becoming smaller in the sense of more 
well-defined and cosier, access to these spaces is becoming increasingly 
selective and better secured, people increasingly fall between the 
cracks and become subject to a parallel set oflaws that does not grant 
full citizenship. 11 

I hope that this essay has gone some way to prove that physically 
as well as metaphorically, on several levels of planning (global, nation
al sub-national) and in several registers (geographical, temporal, 
so,cio-economic), The Manifestation is concerned with the mobility of 
people, of citizens, both Congolese and Belgian. Why then, we may ask, 
does The Manifestation refuse to call itself a 'movement'? After all, 
The Manifestation sets things- fragmented spaces and blocked mobil-
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ities- in motion again , thus m oving people in various ways (physical
ly, artistically, conceptually, etc.). Perhaps The Manifestation refuses 
the label of movement, because it sees itself as too ephemeral and 
short-lived. But surely all 'movements' a re like that: they can be long 
or short, but they are inevitably temporary. A movement is a pain 
stimulus, a moment of manifest exuberant reflection, a moment of 
freedom. Such was The Manifestation, no more but certa inly no less 
either. 
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